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Abstract
MANET is multi-hop network in which collection of mobile nodes is self configurable
and co-operates together for communicating data without the need of any centralized
component for management. Due to this dynamic nature of topology and infrastructure
less frame in MANET, these nodes have to rely on each other for data transmission in
multi-hop fashion and thus are prone to packet drop attacks like Blackhole attack, CoOperative Blackhole attack, etc and various types of data security attacks. In this paper,
Solutions are proposed to detect Collaborative co-operative Blackhole attack in MANET.
We introduced the mechanism of TRACEROUTE that helps in detecting the source of
collaborative Blackhole attack and thus break the collaboration by eliminating and
marking source of Collaboration between those malicious nodes. AODV routing protocol
is enhanced by introducing new field that helps in finding the optimal, secure and reliable
routes. These Solutions are compared with W-AODV for Packet Delivery Ratio, Control
load, accuracy in Blackhole detection and accuracy in Blackhole detection.
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1. Introduction
MANET is a decentralized ad-hoc network in which nodes are mobile in nature and are
free to move in the region either in regular or irregular pattern. It is ad-hoc in nature as the
routes are formed spontaneously as and when needed. Due to this nature, MANET is
exposed to numerous security threats like packet drop attacks, spoofing, etc. As there is
no centralized system it is very difficult to maintain ordered communication in network
and various mechanisms has been postulated to detect and avoid these attacks.
Out of these various attacks, Blackhole attack is the most common type of attacks. It is
a kind of packet drop attack in which the attacking node sends a fake RREP packet back
to the source through various intermediate nodes in reply to the RREQ packet sent by
source to find optimal path to a particular destination but attacking node does not have a
legitimate path to the destination. The path advertised by attacker seems a legitimate one
to source and it sends data packet through that path to the destination. When the packet
reaches the attacking Blackhole node, it does not forwards it to the next hop in the route
and thus the packet gets dropped and never reaches the destination.
To encounter this attack, mechanism like Watchdog [9] and Pathrater [9] are
introduced that observe the forwarding pattern of next hop. In Watchdog, a special
counter is maintained at every node for all its neighboring nodes. This counter is
incremented by a node when it forwards the packet to the next hop but the next hop does
not forwards it further before the timer gets expired. When after incrementing the counter,
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it reaches a particular pre-defined threshold value, the next hop is marked as Blackhole
and source is notified about the detection and marking of Blackhole node. On the other
hand, Pathrater [9] is a reputation based mechanism in which each node rates every other
node and a path is formed that includes more reliable intermediate nodes based on their
rating. Every node maintains a rating between 0 and 1 with 1 as maximum rating. When a
node is marked as Blackhole, its rating is marked -100.
Watchdog [9] and Pathrater [9] can only detect simple Blackhole attack but fails to
detect co-operative Blackhole attacks in which two or more nodes collaborate together in
which one malicious node forwards packet to its collaborative malicious partner and the
next node performs actual packet drop attack. In case of Watchdog mechanism it fails to
detect this attack as fair node sees the next hop forwarding the packet to its successor in
the path. This type of attack can produce disastrous impact on the overall working and
efficiency of the network.
In this research paper, we will discuss the collaborative attack and how this attack
affects the network. Further then we discuss a proposed solution to avoid as well as detect
the source of collaborative balckhole attack.

2. Related Work
In this section, some published works are reviewed that come from various authors that
provides solutions for detecting and mitigating Blackhole attack [13] and provide security
to the communicated information from passive attacks. Watchdog [9] and Pathrater [9]
are the mechanisms that are widely used for detecting Blackhole attack. Watchdog is used
to detect Blackhole nodes and Pathrater [9] mechanism is used to avoid forming routes
that include Blackhole node. But standard Watchdog is not much accurate due to false
positives and true negatives. A wide variation of standard Watchdog mechanism is
formulated by different authors for more accurate Blackhole detection. Bayesian
Watchdog [15] and Kalman Watchdog [5] uses filters that will help in minutely detect
Blackhole and avoid false positives and true negatives. But these variation leads to high
network overhead. Multilevel Threshold Secret Sharing [6], repository scheme [3] and
Comprehensive security scheme using Bit masking [7] are solutions to the passive attacks
and secure the information flowing through the network. These techniques lead to high
security overhead. Collaborative Watchdog [4] is also used for precisely detect Blackhole
attack and disseminate this information to other nodes in the network. In this collaborative
Watchdog, if the attacks go undetected, this will prove more problematic than the
standard Watchdog. Watchdog-AODV [16] is a fast mechanism which collaborate
Watchdog and AODV routing protocol and improves the route discovery. It suffers from
similar drawbacks as of standard Watchdog mechanism.

3. Methodology
In this section, we first introduced how AODV is enhanced by introducing a new field
that helps in forming more reliable paths. After that we discuss the working of
collaborative Blackhole attack and discuss its catastrophic effects. After then we present a
solution proposed to tackle this form of Blackhole attack. We also discuss the importance
of ACKnowledgement to maintain a special counter that helps in finding out when to
trigger the proposed solution “TRACEROUTE”.
3.1 Enhanced Aodv
To enhance AODV routing protocol, we introduced a new field DR, with most
significant bit is of the use. DR Field is introduced in route discovery control packets that
will help in finding an authentic route to destination. It is a 1 bit field which is when set to
1 will force the RREQ packet [12] to go all the way to destination node and a new RREP
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control packet [12] is generated by destination after incrementing its sequence number.
When DR bit is set to 1 then no intermediate node can generate RREP control packet [12]
by looking up in its route table or for attacking purposes. For ensuring that the RREP [12]
is coming from the destination node itself, cryptography [14] techniques are used. The
rest of the field is padded to provide alignment with rest of the packet.
3.2 Cryptography
Cryptography [12] in terms of public key cryptography using RSA signature [14] is
used that helps in authenticating that the RREP packet [12] is generated by the destination
only when the DR bit is set to 1. For that all the nodes must have information about each
other’s public key for authentication purpose.
3.3 Collaborative Black Hole Attack
Collaborative Blackhole attack [1] is a special type of Blackhole attack in which two or
more malicious nodes collaboratively performs packet drop action and escaping from
being caught by simple Watchdog mechanism. Firstly two or more nodes form a
collaboration to act maliciously. Then they together initiate the collaborative Blackhole
attack in the same way as in the Blackhole attack. Each node involved in collaboration
reply to every RREQ packet [12] received by it with a fake RREP packet [12] that
advertises the node with having the shortest route to the requisite destination. When the
source stores this fake route and sends data packet through this route, the source of
collaboration that replied with the fake RREP packet [12] forwards the packet to the next
spurious node in the collaboration to avoid get detected by Watchdog mechanism. The
next node in the collaboration then performs the actual Blackhole attack by dropping the
packet without getting caught by Watchdog mechanism as the previous node itself is
involved in the attack.

Figure 1. Illustration Of Collaborative Blackhole Attack [1]
In the above figure node 0 and 7 performs the collaborative Blackhole attack where
node 0 acts as malicious forwarding node while node 7 performs actual packet drop
action.
3.4 TRACEROUTE
In this mechanism, the source node sends a Trace packet on the path to the destination
and sets a timer for Reversetrace. On receiving the Trace packet each intermediate hop
forwards the trace and set the timer for Reversetrace. If the timer expires before the
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Reversetrace is received, then the node marks the next hop as collaborative Blackhole
node and send Reversetrace to source through previous nodes.

Figure 2. Source Sending Trace Packet
In the above figure, source node is sending a Trace packet up to the last node on the
path to find out the collaboration of nodes that are performing Black hole attack.
One out of several collaborative Blackhole nodes, the node which is next hop of a fair
node will send a Reversetrace marking one of the collaborative nodes as collaborative
Blackhole to save itself from being marked. So this will help in marking a collaborative
Blackhole and breaks their collaboration for packet drop attack. Next time, the same
collaboration of Blackhole will not work as in Reversetrace, it will be checked that
whether the marked node in Reverse trace is already marked as collaborative Black hole
or not. And if it happens, then the node marks the next hop (node) as collaborative Black
hole.

Figure 3. Source of Collaborative Blackhole Attack Sending Reverse
Trace Back To Source Node Marking Its Partner
In the above figure, the acting fair node in Collaborative Blackhole attack is marking
its collaborator as Blackhole and sending Reversetrace all the way to source node. If the
node 0 does not marks node 7 as Blackhole and sent Reversetrace, the previous hop of it
will mark it as Blackhole and send Reversetrace to node after timeout of receiving
Reversetrace from next hop.
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Figure 4. Source of Collaborative Black Hole Attack Sending Reverse
Trace Back to Source Node Marking its Partner But Get Caught
In the above figure, node 7 is again marked as Blackhole by node 0 and Reversetrace is
send back. But as the node 7 is already marked as Blackhole, so the fair node will easily
understand that node 0 is performing Collaborative Blackhole attack and mark it as
Blackhole and send back Reversetrace packet to source node through previous
intermediate node.
3.4.1 Algorithm for TRACEROUTE
1) Declare TIMER,hopcount, next, source, destination, nexthop, transmissiontime,
processingtime, blacklist,sourcearg
Set sourcearg := source;
Set
next
:=
nexthop[source][destination]
WHILE(source!=destination)
/* set timer for reversetrace*/
Set TIMER :=( hopcount+1)*2*(transmissiontime + processingtime)
Hopcount := hopcount-1
source=next
next := nexthop[source][destination]
END WHILE
/* if reversetrace not received before timer expires */
IF(TIMEDOUT)
/* Mark next hop as collaborative Blackhole */ Set
blacklist[next] := TRUE
END IF
Set source := sourcearg
next := nexthop[destination][source]
/* send reversetrace to source through nodes on the path */
WHILE(destination!=source)
destination := next
next := nexthop[destination][source]
END WHILE
END;
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3.4 ACK Counter
This counter helps in identifying whether the packet is delivered safe and sound to the
destination or not. When the sender node sends a data packet to a particular destination it
increments the ACK counter and this counter is decremented when an ACK packet is
received by the sender from the receiver side that ensures delivery of the data packet to it.
If the ACK packet is not received within a pre-specified interval, the packet is assumed
to be dropped and the counter is not decremented. When the counter reaches a specified
threshold, TRACEROUTE mechanism gets triggered for the detection of source of
collaborative Blackhole attack and thus breaking the co-operation among them by
marking one of the nodes involved in collaboration.

4. Result and Discussion
All the simulations and analysis of result is done in MATLAB 2013a. The proposed
work has been compared with the published work W-AODV [11] for various network
evaluation parameters. The assumed environment and parameters used for simulation of
proposed work are described in the table below:Table 1. Simulation Environment and Parameters
PARAMETERS

VALUE

NUMBER OF NODES

25,30,35,45

SPEED
(m/sec)

OF

NODES

ANTENNA TYPE

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL

% OF BLACK HOLES

10%

AREA

2000m X 2000m

NEIGHBOUR TIME

1s

SCENARIOS

18

WIRELESS INTERFACE

802.11

ROUTING PROTOCOL

Enhanced W-AODV

% OF COLLABORATIVE
BLACKHOLES
TRANSMISSION RANGE
TRANSPORT
PROTOCOL
MOBILITY MODEL

162

5,10,15,20

5%

250m
TCP
RANDOM WAY POINT
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4.1 Packet Delivery Ratio V/S Node Density
Packet Delivery Ratio is defined as the ratio of total number of packets that are
received by intended destination and the total number of packets that are generated by the
source node.

Figure 5. Packet Delivery Ratio V/S Node Density
With it is observed that our proposed solution maintains a good reputation in Packet
Delivery ratio with high Packet Delivery Ratio and less fluctuation with changing
parameters like node density and mobility.
4.2 Normalized Control Load V/S Node Density
Normalized Control Load is defined as a parameter that is calculated as the ratio of
total number of Control Packets generated by nodes in the network to the total number of
Data Packets received and accepted by the destination node.

Figure 6. Normalized Control Load V/S Node Density
Our proposed solution exhibits higher control load for small values of parameters like
mobility and node density. This is due to some fixed overhead caused due to enhancement
in security of MANET and the use of Cryptography. But as these parameters value
increases to the real MANET parameters, the control load increases in lesser amount than
W-AODV [16].
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4.3 Accuracy in Detection of Blackholes V/S Node Density
Accuracy can be calculated through finding the total number of cases in which the
node is actually misbehaving or there seems to be potency of node to be Blackhole and
how well the mechanism performs in identifying and marking those Blackhole nodes.

Figure 7. Accuracy in Detection of Blackholes V/S Node Density
Accuracy also deals with how well the mechanism helps in identifying all types of
Blackhole nodes that are involved in packet drop action, that is, accurate detection of false
positives along with true negatives. Our proposed solution provides a very high accuracy
in all circumstances.
4.4 Packet Drop Ratio V/S Node Density
Packet Drop Ratio is defined as ratio of total number of packet dropped in the network
to the total number of packet sent or generated by the source node in the network.

Figure 8. Packet Drop Ratio V/S Node Density
Our proposed solution provides markedly less Packet drop under any size of MANET
and any mobility speed.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have analyzed our solution Enhanced AODV with TRACEROUTE
mechanism provides more accurate detection and mitigation to collaborative Blackhole
attack under various scenarios in MANET. Our solution provides more accuracy in
detection of Blackhole nodes with minimal false positive and no true negative. Our
solution does not only act reactively but proactively to avoid attacks beforehand and
restrict it from occurring as long as possible. With the results, it is clear that our solution
gives better Packet Delivery Ratio, reduces Control Load on the network and more
accuracy in detection without hampering smooth flow of data packets.

Future Work
The overhead caused due to enhancement in W-AODV and Cryptography causes some
constant overheads in route maintenance. We propose improvement in the approach to
reduce overheads. We propose enhancements in mechanism to detect and mark all the
nodes that are involved in co-operation for packet drop action.
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